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Abstract
We study the phase space structure and the quantization of a pointlike particle in 2+1
dimensional gravity. By adding boundary terms to the rst order Palatini form of the action,
and removing all redundant (gauge) degrees of freedom, we arrive at a reduced action for
a gravitating particle in 2+1 dimensions, which is invariant under Lorentz transformations
and a group of generalized translations. The momentum space of the particle turns out to be
the group manifold SL(2), and its position coordinates have non-vanishing Poisson brackets,
resulting in a \non-commutative" quantum spacetime. We use the representation theory of
SL(2) to investigate the structure of the quantized spacetime. We nd a discretization of
time, and a lightcone structure emerging from the origin of our coordinate system. Inside
the lightcone we have states at discrete timelike and lightlike distances from the origin, and
outside a continuous set of states at spacelike distances, sarting at a minimal distance of one








The most important property of general relativity in 2+1 dimensions is the lack of local degrees of
freedom [1, 2]. There are not enough dimensions to support gravitational waves, which transmit
the gravitational interaction. The theory is not completely \void" however. One can introduce
so called topological degrees of freedom by choosing a spacetime manifold that is not simply
connected. The study of these cosmological models was greatly facilitated by the observation
that 2+1-dimensional gravity is equivalent to a Chern-Simons theory of the Poincare group [7, 8].
The degrees of freedom could be described by Wilson loops. Also a great deal of progress was
made in the quantization of these models, although it is still not clear whether all approaches
result in equivalent quantum theories [10].
Another group of degrees of freedom are usually introduced as punctures in the surface. To
these punctures one can attach a parameter, the mass, by adding to the Einstein Hilbert action
a particle Lagrangian. It consists of a kinetic term and a constraint, which puts the particle
on the mass shell. Because of the topological nature of the interaction, the curvature of the
surface vanishes everywhere exept at the location of the particles. The eect of the mass is to
cut out a wedge from spacetime in such a way that the particle is located at the tip of a cone.
For a static particle for instance, the decit angle is  = 8Gm, where m is the mass of the
particle. Newtons constant G has the dimension of an inverse mass in three dimensions. Multi
particle models are well understood at the classical level [4]. At the quantum level it is possible to
calculate the exact scattering amplitude for two gravitating particles [3], but a consistent multi
particle Hilbert space has not been found.
The fact that particles in 2+1 dimensional gravity are nontrivial objects, was demonstrated
only recently by 't Hooft [6]. He suggested that for one particle, the momentum conjugate to
the distance from an arbitrary origin, is actually an angle. This fact was exploited to perform
an unusual quantization of the particle. He dened momentum space on a sphere and energy
on a circle, resulting in non commuting operators for the coordinates. The Schrodinger equation
became a Dirac equation on some kind of spacetime lattice. This was not the rst time that
someone proposed to use a curved momentum space however. Back in 1946 Snyder [12] proposed
to use de-Sitter or anti-de-Sitter space as momentum space. It is important to keep in mind that
the curvature can not be noticable at small momentum scales. However at large momentum scales
we may deviate from Minkowski space as this inuences the short distances in coordinate space.
Moreover, if we want to keep Lorentz invariance, this should be a symmetry of the momentum
space as well.
In this paper we want to derive the curved momentum space of a gravitating particle from rst
priciples. We start with the usual rst order Palatini action for 2+1 dimensional gravity and add
boundary terms to it in order to make the equations of motion derived from it well dened. Then
we add a particle Lagrangian to this action. The rigorous derivation for this term was given in a
paper by one of us [19]. Much of the classical derivations in the following chapters are actually
based on that paper. After reducing this action we are left with a one particle Lagrangian. The
momentum space of this particle is the group manifold SL(2) (which is almost the same as anti-
de-Sitter space in 2+1 dimensions) and the coordinate space is its tangent space. The action is
not invariant with respect to translations (which was to be expected if the momentum space is not
Minkowski space), but is invariant with respect to Lorentz transformations. There is however a
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symmetry of the action that reduces to the translations in the low momentum limit, but receives
corrections for high momenta. Moreover, the coordinates do no longer commute among one
another and the usual relation between the momenta and the coordinates also gets distorted in
the high momentum limit. Fortunately, everything converges to the \classical" results in the low
momentum limit.
The generalized commutation relations have profound consequences for the quantum theory
and the structure of spacetime. First of all, because translational invariance is broken, there
seems to be one point from which the operators for the coordinates can really be interpreted in
terms of geometrical distances. There is also a built in orientation in spacetime, only noticable at
high momenta. Taking this special point as the origin of the coordinate system, there appears a
lightcone structure. Space and time are discrete in the causal past and future of this point. But
at spacelike separation from this point, space is continuous and time discrete. Moreover, there
is a smallest distance to this origin. These are very unfamiliar eects and they are the result
of combining quantum mechanics with general relativity. We are aware that this is just a one
particle model and the hope is that in a more sophisticated, multi particle model, the distance
to the origin is replaced by a relative distance between two particles. Some progress has been
made towards this goal on the level of the classical phase space [19] and a simple model has
been worked out in the quantum case [17], but a full understanding is still lacking. In such a
model, and in a second quantized model, such a shortest distance can act as a natural cuto in
the theory, but keeping Lorentz covariance!
1 Spinor Representation of 2+1-Gravity
In this paper we will use the rst order form of 2+1 dimensional gravity. The elds that one
uses in this formulation are the dreibein eld e

a

















Notice that we have spacetime indices ; ; : : :, and Lorentz indices a; b; : : : = 0; 1; 2. The sig-
nature of the metric is given by 
ab




tensors between \at" Minkowski coordinates (with metric 
ab
) and curved coordinates (with
metric g

). We can make use of the isomorphism between three dimensional Minkowksi space
M
3
and the algebra sl(2) to make the tetrad and spin connection sl(2)-valued. Note that sl(2)
is also the spinor representation of the three dimensional Lorentz algebra.
A vector v
a





















































= 1. Using this one can easily






























































































which is the two-to-one projection of SL(2) onto SO
+





then be written as
v 7! h
 1








Under a local Lorentz transformation, parametrized by an SL(2) valued eld h, the dreibein and























































































stating that spacetime is locally at. For convenience, we will set Newtons constant equal to
G = 1=4 in the following. To describe a pointlike particle moving through the spacetime M,
we could add it as a matter degree of freedom to this action. However, it turns out that it is
more suitable to stick to pure Einstein gravity, and describe the particle by choosing a special
spacetime manifoldM. We will not go into details of the motivations for this description here,
but refer to [19], where a general multi-particle system is considered. We will only give a brief
description of the full action and the physical interpretation of the eld variables appearing
therein.






= [0;1). It can be
covered by a single \cylindrical" coordinate chart (t; r; '). Note that these are not cylindrical
coordinates in the usual sense. The points with dierent angular coordinate ' at r = 0 are
not identied. Hence, there is no coordinate singularity. Instead, the spacetime manifold has a
boundary, a cylinder at r = 0. The basic idea is that this boundary will become the world line of
the particle. It will actually \look like" a line. The eld equations derived from the action will
force the metric to be of rank one on the boundary. In a sense, the particle is therefore created
\dynamically".
The advantage of this description is that it removes all divergencies that are otherwise present
on the world line of the particle. There will be neither a curvature singularity, nor a distributional
matter density. The physical degrees of freedom associated with the particle are not explicitly
described as matter degrees of freedom, but are encoded in the topological degrees of freedom
associated with the non-contractible loop around the boundary.
The results derived in [19] are, for a single particle system, summarized as follows. Most
conveniently, the system is described in the ADM formulation of gravity. We decompose the




. A eld conguration is then given by a dreibein













. Here, i; j; : : : are tangent indices of N , which take the values r
and '. The Levi Civita tensor "
ij
on N obeys "
r'
= 1.
To render the Lagrangian nite, we have to impose some \fall o" conditions at spatial
innity. It turns out that we can nd a condition that does not restrict the gauge degrees of
freedom. It is thus invariant under local Lorentz transformations and dieomorphisms. The
condition is however rather strong. It is actually not really a \fall o" condition, but requires
certain quantities to have a compact support on N . But it does not restrict the solutions to the
eld equations, as for them these quantities have to vanish anyway. The quantities that have to

























= 0 for r  r
0
: (2.3)
Note that these equations are part of the equations of motion, so the fall o conditions do
not impose any restriction on the solutions. Moreover, they are obviously invariant under local
Lorentz transformations and dieomorphism, and thus they do not restrict the gauge freedom.
















fg for r  r
0
: (2.4)
Here, g and f are two scalar elds taking values in SL(2) and sl(2), repectively. As the region
r  r
0
is a cylinder and thus not simply connected, they need not be periodic in '. Let us
therefore introduce a cut along the radial line at ' = 0, such that eectively g and f become
elds on the simply connected region [r
0













The vertical bar is used to indicate that the elds appearing to the left are to be evaluated at
a special point or submanifold of N , in this case along the respective sides of the cut. The
parameters u 2 SL(2) and v 2 sl(2) must be constants. Otherwise, the values of the dreibein
and the spin connection at ' = 0 and ' = 2 would not coincide. Note, however, that here we
are considering a eld conguration on the ADM slice N only. The parameters u and v may
therefore well depend on time.





. We have the freedom to perform a rigid Poincare transformation,
g 7! hg; f 7! n+ hf h
 1
: (2.6)
Here, h 2 SL(2) and n 2 sl(2) have to be constants. These extra degrees of freedom carried by
the elds g and f will be associated with a \background frame" or \observer" at innity. The
transformation (2.6) is then a general Poincare transformation of this background frame.
Beside the fall o conditions, we have to impose some regularity conditions. Of course, we
require all elds to be suciently smooth. We can, e.g., restrict to analytic elds, but the
results do not depend on the exact denition of smoothness. We also require the dreibein to be





















) > 0: (2.7)
However, this only needs to be satised in the interior of N . On the boundary, we allow the
dreibein to become singular. This is necessary, as mentioned above, to make the boundary look
like a line, and thus to describe a pointlike particle.






. The last term
L
0
is the particle Lagrangian which \lives" on the boundary at r = 0. This will be dealt with in
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the next section, so let us ignore it for the moment. The rst and second part are constructed















form the region outside. Splitting the tensors into space and time components, we can directly
















































It then turns out that the integrand becomes a total derivative, so that L
ext
can be written as a
boundary integral. The boundary of the region r > r
0
constist of two parts, the circles at r = r
0
and r ! 1. So we get two respective contributions to L
ext
, one of which still diverges for a
generic eld conguration, even though it fullls the fall o conditions.
The basic idea is now that we \regularize" the Lagrangian, simply by subtracting the bound-
ary term at innity. All what remains from L
ext






























is the value of f at a special point, namely the end point of the cut
introduced to make the region r  r
0
simply connected, and u is the parameter introduced in
(2.5).
Note that this regularized Lagrangian is by construction independent of the special value
chosen for r
0




with respect to r
0
and inserting the fall o conditions. What one has to check is that the
regularized Lagrangian provides the correct equations of motion, because subtraction of the
term at innity might have some inuence on these equations.
A straightforward calculation shows that the eld equations are in fact the correct ones. For

























then of course also g and f , because the fall o conditions have to be preserved. This leads to





















and for r  r
0





























h; f 7! f : (2.14)
Note that here, in contrast to (2.6), h is an SL(2) valued eld on N , and the transformation
acts on vectors in the local Lorentz frames on N , whereas in (2.6), h is a constant, and acts as
a transformation on the background frame.
The invariance of the action with respect to (2.14) is quite obvious, as all the terms are
themselves invariant (note that u and y do not transform). This is not that trivial for the \local












n; f 7! f + g ng
 1
: (2.15)
















This boundary term has to cancel against the transformation of L
ext































Integrating the derivative D
'
by parts, and using the boundary condition (2.5) for g, the term


























, and thus the total Lagrangian is in fact
invariant under local translations.
Of course, the action is also invariant under dieomorphisms of the spacetime manifoldM.
This is more or less obvious from the fact that the only non-invariant object entering the action
is the \circle at r = r
0
", which refers to a special coordinate system. However, we know that
the action is independent of r
0
. Moreover, we are also free to change the coordinates outside
that circle arbitrarily without changing the action. From these two facts one can easily infer
that the \circle" can be deformed in any arbitrary way without aecting the action, as long as
it surrounds the compact region dened by the fall o conditions. This implies invariance of
the total action under dieomorphisms. In the canonical analysis, we do not need to consider
dieomorphisms as a distinguished gauge symmetry, because \on shell" they can be written as
combinations of local Lorentz transformations and translations.
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3 The Particle
Let us now consider the boundary of N at r = 0. In addition to the eld equations already
derived, the Lagranian provides some extra equations of motion on that boundary. Given a


























= 0 and e
t
= 0 at r = 0. The rst condition is precisely what we need. It tells us
that the circumference of the boundary vanishes, so that the particle in fact looks pointlike, and
the boundary cylinder degenerates to a line. The second condition is however too restrictive. We
do not want the length of the world line to vanish and the cylinder shrink to a point. So we need
to add a term to L that depends on !
'
at r = 0, and allows the world line to become a timelike
curve. Moreover, we also have to x the properties of the particle somehow. In particular, its
mass should enter the Lagrangian as a parameter.

















It represents the \holonomy" of the particle, which describes the parallel transport of spinors
around the boundary of N , from the point ' back to the same point at ' + 2 (note that U is
an SL(2) valued eld on the boundary). If the particle has a mass m, its decit angle should be
8Gm, which is 2m in our units. Hence, the vector representation of U must be a rotation by
2m. What we therefore need to do is to add a constraint term to the Lagrangian, that forces U
to be a rotation by 2m. This can be done as follows. All Lorentz transformations that represent
rotations by 2m are characterized as the solutions of the equation
1
2
Tr(U) =  cosm; (3.3)
where  can be either +1 or  1 (again, we refer to [19] for details). This equation can be obtained







Here,  2 R is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier, and  becomes an additional, discrete degree
of freedom of the particle. Note that the trace of the holonomy is independent of ', and thus
the left hand side can be evaluated at any point ' on the boundary.
The eld equations on the boundary are now modied as follows. The variation of L
0
with












We can expand the 2 2 matrix U in terms of the unit and the gamma matrices. Most conve-
niently, we dene a scalar Q
3















The matrix Q 2 sl(2) can be considered as the \projection" of the group element U 2 SL(2)
into the algebra. The reason for including the \sign"  into the denition will become clear in
a moment. In (3.5), the trace of !
'
vanishes, so we can replace U by Q. Then the total





















The circumference of the boundary still vanishes, but now its length in the timelike direction
becomes non-zero. Moreover, the second equation establishes a relation between the \velocity"
of the particle and the vector Q. Note that the time component e
t
is the tangent vector to the
boundary, mapped into the local Lorentz frames. It can therefore be interpreted as the velocity
of the particle.
This relation will become more apparent after dividing out the gauge degrees of freedom in
the next section. We will then nd that Q can be considered as the momentum of the particle.
Already here we can see that the \mass shell condition" (3.3), when expressed in terms of the


















Using this, we can write the mass shell condition as
Q
3







Hence, it almost looks like the mass shell constraint of a relativistic point particle. We shall
discuss this in more detail in section 5, where we also arrive at a very similar phase space
structure.
To close this section, we briey mention the following results, which are again discussed in
more detail in [19]. If we solve the eld equations in the neighbourhood of the boundary, then we
nd the following solutions. The metric in the neighbourhood of the boundary always describes a
conical singularity located on a timelike straight line. Hence, the particle is moving on a straight
line, as it is expected.
The decit angle of the singularity is either 2m or 2   2m. The reason for this is that the
mass shell condition does not x the orientation of the rotation, so instead of a rotation by 2m
we may as well get a rotation by 2   2m. We can however nd out what the orientation is
and x it. It turns out that we get a decit angle of 2m whenever Q
0
> 0, and 2   2m for
Q
0
< 0. It is therefore reasonable to consider the particles with a decit angle of 2   2m as
the \antiparticles" of those with 2m. For the former, the momentum vector is positive timelike,
whereas antiparticles have negative timelike momentum vectors. Imposing the extra condition
Q
0
> 0, we can restrict to the particle states, which is again in analogy with the relativistic
particle.
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Finally, there is also a physical interpretation of the discrete parameter , which we consider
as an internal degree of freedom of the particle. Note that changing  will change the sign of
U , but not its vector representation U
a
b
(see (1.11)). Hence,  is \invisible" for the metric.
Only considering the metric in the neighbourhood of the particle, we cannot distinguish between
particles with dierent internal state . However, we can measure  by transporting a spinor
around the particle. So let us refer to  as the \spin state" of the particle.
4 Reducing the Action
When quantizing a gauge theory, there are two roads between which one has to choose. Either
one can quantize the full theory, including gauge degrees of freedom, and use operator constraint
equations on the Hilbert space, or one can reduce the action rst, getting rid of all gauge degrees
of freedom at the classical level, and then quantize. In the case of a topological theory, like
2+1-gravity, the number of physical degrees of freedom becomes nite and it is favourable to
rst reduce and then quantize. This is the road will will follow in this paper. Let us once more






























































Here we integrated the derivative acting on !
t
by parts, such that all derivatives acting on




term at r = r
0
cancels, but a similar term arises at
the particle boundary.





in the Lagrangian, we can easily solve their equations of motion. They determine a \constraint
surface" in the conguration space, and we can restrict the Lagrangian to that subspace. The
\reduced" Lagrangian will then still provide all eld equations, except for those that determine
the values of the multipliers. If we want to recover them, we have to go back to the full set of
eld equations for the \extended" Lagrangian and solve them for the multipliers. Note that this
is nothing but the \reverse" of the usual introduction of a constraint in a variational problem,
except that here the multipliers carry physical information, e.g. the time components of the
metric. It will however be quite easy to recover this information.





















For the rst two equations, we know the solution already. We actually required these equations
to be satised outside some compact region. So, the only dierence to the fall o conditions is















everywhere onN . Again, more precise, the two scalar elds g and f are dened on [0;1)[0; 2],






















fg. Thus, f must be
constant along the boundary of N . We denote this constant by x = f j
r=0
.
Now we have to compute the Lagrangian for such a eld conguration. Let us rst note
that any such conguration automatically fullls the fall o conditions, simply because now the









is such that the constraints vanish for r  r
0
. This implies that we can choose r
0
= 0
now. The only terms remaining from the total Lagrangian are then the kinetic term involving











The variable y was dened to be the value of f at r = r
0
, which is now r = 0, and ' = 0. So
it is now equal to x, the value of f on the boundary. Furthermore, there is a relation between
the holonomy of the particle U , dened on the boundary, and the parameter u entering the
condition (4.4). We can evaluate this condition at r = 0, and use the denition of U as the path

















It only depends on nitely many variables, u 2 SL(2), x 2 sl(2),  2 R, and  = 1. These
variables represent the only gauge invariant quantities with respect to the local Lorentz rotations
and local translations (and thus also dieomorphisms). As there are no physical degrees of
freedom associated with the gravitational eld, we are left with these \topological" degrees of
freedom, which you can think of as \living" on the non-contractible boundary of N .
To check whether our results are correct, let us compute the equations of motion for the
variables appearing in the reduced Lagragian. If we vary , we clearly get the mass shell constraint
1
2
Tr(u) = cosm: (4.8)

















This is essentially the same equation as (3.10). The dierence is however, that U and its projec-
tion into the algebra Q were elds on the boundary of N , which transform under local Lorentz
transformations and dieomorphisms. In contrast to this, the variable u and its projection q are
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gauge invariants. They represent the holonomy of the particle in the background frame. They
only transform under the rigid Lorentz transformations of the background frame (2.6) as
u 7! huh
 1
; q 7! hq h
 1
: (4.10)
We shall therefore from now on refer to u as the holonomy, or the \momentum" of the particle.











































x =  q: (4.13)
Note that this is exactly what remains from the evolution equations (2.13) and the boundary




. If we want to recover the values of these multipliers,





































Finally, let us say something about the physical interpretation of the variables x and u. On the
boundary, we already inferred from equation (3.8), that the eld U 2 SL(2), or its projection
Q 2 sl(2), represents themomentum of the particle in the local Lorentz frames, and e
t
represents
its velocity. Now we have almost the same relation (4.13), but expressed in the background frame
dened by the elds g and f , and with the crucial dierence that on the left hand side a time
derivative of \something" appears.
This forces us more or less to interpret x as the position of the particle. In fact, this is quite
reasonable as well. From the relation (4.15), we infer that the function f can be considered as
an embedding of M into three dimensional Minkowski space. We interpreted this space as a
background frame of an observer sitting at spatial innity. As x was dened as the value of f
on the particle boundary, it describes the position of the boundary in the background space, and
thus the position of the particle.
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5 Poisson Brackets and Symmetries
We can now forget about the derivation of the reduced Lagrangian from Einstein gravity. We
simply interpret it as a Lagrangian for a point particle, whose position in spacetime, measured
with respect to some observer, is given by the variable x. In addition, it has a discrete internal
degree of freedom  = 1, and its \momentum" is given by u 2 SL(2). This is rather peculiar, as
usually one expects the momentum of a particle to be a vector. We actually dened a momentum
vector q 2 sl(2) as the projection of u. However, so far we did not investigate in what sense this
vector is \canonically conjugate" to x. We therefore have to identify the phase space and work
out the Poisson structure.










it is quite obvious that the phase space P is \spanned" by the variables u and x. It is therefore
given by P = SL(2)  sl(2) (actually we have two copies of it, labelled by  = 1). Note that
this is isomorphic to the (trivial) cotangent bundle T

SL(2). We therefore expect the Poisson
structure on P to be a natural structure that is compatible with the cotangent structure. In























is the dual of the left invariant vector eld L
a









It is therefore quite reasonable to assume that the action of x
a
under the Poisson bracket is
associated with this vector eld. With this ansatz, it is not dicult to derive the basic Poisson































) =  q
a
; (5.6)
in accordance with (4.13). We can also compute the brackets of x
a
with the components of the






















An alternative way to obtain the same brackets, without exploiting the \cotangent space" struc-















































The most apparent feature of the Poisson algebra is now of course the non-commutativity of the
coordinates x
a
of the position of the particle. The fact that these coordinates do not commute
will have profound consequences for the quantum theory. They add another uncertainty relation
to the quantum mechanics.
Before coming to this, let us however stick to the classical phase space for a moment. Except
for the \deformed" momentum space, which is the group manifold SL(2) instead of three dimen-
sional Minkowski space, the description of the system is almost identical to that of a relativistic





Tr(u)  cosm = q
3
  cosm  0; (5.10)
which denes the \mass shell" as a submanifold of P. It has two distinct classes of solutions
for each spin state, namely those with positive timelike vector q
a
, the \particle" states, and
those with negative timelike q
a
, the \antiparticles". It is not dicult to verify that the particle
mass shells are the conjugacy classes of the elements e
m
0
in the group SL(2), whereas the
antiparticle mass shells are the classes of e
 m
0
. For the particles, we pictured this situation in
gure 1. Note that even geometrically they look very similar to the mass shell of a relativistic
point particle. The appearance of the second particle mass shell seems to be a consequence of










Clearly, the mass shell constraint is rst class and generates gauge transformations that shift










This is of course the same as the time evolution equation (5.6). In principle, we could also divide
out this last gauge degree of freedom associated with the multiplier . But we shall rather stick
to the extended phase space P as a basis for the quantum theory, mainly to exploit the similarity
to the relativistic point particle, which is also quantized most easily using the Dirac formalism, in
which the classical mass shell constraint is turned into the Klein Gordon equation. We therefore
expect that we end up with a \deformed" Klein Gordon equation as well.
The last issues we want to investigate at the classical level are the symmetries and their
Noether currents. A transformation is a symmetry if the Lagrangian is invariant up to a total
time derivative, i.e. L transforms as L 7! L + d=dt. If this is the case, then the symmetry
is realized on phase space as a canonical transformation, and we should nd the associated





Figure 1: The group manifold SL(2), embedded in R
4




















=  1, with p
2
suppressed. They are essentially the
same as the q's introduced in the text, up to the dependence on . The picture on the right
shows the two particle mass shells for m = 50

(a decit angle of 100

), which are obtained as
the intersections of the group manifold with the planes p
3
=  cosm, p
0
> 0.
Hamiltonian invariant, which in this case means that its generator commutes with the mass shell
constraint, it also represents an observable of the system. The algebra of the Noether currents
is therefore simultaneously the observable algebra, which will play a central role in the quantum
theory.




uh; x 7! h
 1
xh: (5.12)


































Note that the action of J
a







































] = 0: (5.16)






































We can also write J
a


































on u, we nd that there is a remarkable similarity. If






































Clearly, the Poisson algebra of these functions is the same as (5.16), so they form an so(1; 2)
so(1; 2) ' so(2; 2) Lie algebra. This is the symmetry algebra of anti-de-Sitter space. In fact,














=  1; with 
AB
= diag( 1; 1; 1; 1): (5.22)























































It is then not dicult to verify that, writing the function F(u) as a function of the q's, and using






















generate the isometries of momentum space. Note that we have the same
situation for the relativistic point particle, where x
a
generates the translations and J
a
the Lorentz
transformations in momentum space, and together they form an iso(1; 2) algebra instead of the
so(2; 2) algebra appearing here.
The idea of momentum space being anti-de-Sitter is not new. It was proposed in 1946(!)
by Snyder in the context of 3+1 dimensions [12]. He realized that this idea would imply that
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the coordinates can no longer commute among each other. In turn this introduces a shortest
distance in the theory as we will see. The remarkable fact is that the Lorentz group need not be
broken into a subgroup as is the case when introducing a lattice structure on spacetime. Putted
dierently, one is able to introduce a cuto in spacetime in a covariant way. The dierence in the
case of 2+1 gravity is that this structure is forced upon us. All these statements will be made
more precise when we quantize the model.
Finally, let us consider the symmetries of spacetime. In Minkowski space, there is also an
iso(1; 2) algebra of isometries of spacetime, generated as canonical transformations by the mo-
mentum and the angular momentum. In contrast to the symmetries of momentum space dis-
cussed above, these are \real" symmetries of the theory and not just isometries of the phase
space, because the momentum is, in contrast to the position, a conserved current.
























form a Poincare algebra! And we know already the J
a
is the Noether
current associated with Lorentz transformations. But with respect to what symmetry is q
a
the
Noether current? Let us introduce a vector v
a

















































, but slightly \deformed" ones. Note
that the ordinary translations are not symmetries of the Lagrangian, but the deformed ones still
form an Abelian group of symmetries with respect to which the Lagrangian is invariant. In the




 1, the deformed translations tend to the usual translations. It
is maybe the most peculiar observation to be made here, that for high momenta the theory is
no longer invariant with respect to ordinary translations, but still with respect to a group of
deformed translations, which receive corrections depending on the momenta. And maybe it is
even more remarkable that it is not the symmetry group itself that is deformed (it is still the
Poincare group), but it is the way it acts on spacetime that is deformed.
6 Quantization of the Phase Space
In this section, we shall consider the quantization of the phase space P, without imposing the
mass shell condition. The philosophy behind this is that we would rst like to study the (quan-
tum) spacetime on which the particle moves. Typical questions that we would like to answer
are:







 How are the uncertainty relations modied?
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 Does a natural length scale show up in the model?
Later we will consider the particle by imposing the mass shell constraint, which translates into
a kind of Klein Gordon equation, or even a Schrodinger like evolution equation, acting on the
Hilbert space to be constructed now.
We have seen in the previous sections that the phase space P is the cotangent bundle T

SL(2),
or SL(2)  sl(2). A point in that space was represented by a pair (u;x), where u 2 SL(2) is
the momentum and x 2 sl(2) the position of the particle. The most remarkable feature of the
Poisson structure on P was the fact that the components of x, and hence the coordinates of
the particle, do not commute. This implies that we cannot represent quantum states as wave
functions in spacetime.
From the mathematical point of view, this is of course the most natural way to quantize the
given phase space, which is the cotangent bundle of the momentum space. Hence, we take as
our Hilbert space H = L
2
(SL(2)). To be precise, we should take into account that we actually
have two copies of the phase space, labelled by the spin state . A state j	i 2 H is therefore
represented by a pair of wave functions 	

(u), with  = 1 and u 2 SL(2). Using the bra-ket
notation, we can write
	

(u) = hu;  j	i; (6.1)
where ju; i are the momentum eigenstates,
b
u ju; i = u ju; i;
b
 ju; i =  ju; i: (6.2)
















du ju; ihu; j = 1: (6.3)
The delta function on SL(2) is dened with respect to the Haar measure, which we denote by


















(u) ju; i: (6.5)
For the purpose of this section, the spin degree of freedom is almost irrelevant, so we shall drop
it in the following, keeping however in mind that it will show up again when we consider the
mass shell condition.
To dene an operator representation for generic phase space functions, we use the rule that
real functions should be represented by Hermitian operators, obeying





































are the left invariant vector elds acting on u as dened in (5.15). The Haar























Whether the sign changes or not depends on whether the operator is a polynomial of even or
odd degree in x
a
.

























































































), which is the same as the classical expression (5.17). Note






















, we have to make things a bit more
explicit. We introduce a set of \generalized" Euler angles on the group manifold SL(2). They
are similar to the Euler angles of SU(2), except that one of them is a hyperbolic angle. The
standard Euler angles are dened by:





















, the coordinates  and  have the following periodicity. We can replace
 7!  + 4, or  7!  + 4, without changing the value of u. But we may also simultaneously
increase both parameters by 2. To avoid this strange structure, we shall rather use a \twisted"
set of Euler angles, dened by

















In these coordinates, we only arrive at the same group element if we replace  with  + 2, or
 with  + 2. On the manifold shown in gure 1,  is the coordinate that runs around the
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\non-contractible" circumference of the hyperboloid. The angular coordinate  forms together
with the radial coordinate  a polar coordinate system in the 1-2 plane, which is not shown in
the gure due to the lack of dimensions. Note therefore that the range of  is R
+
, and at  = 0
the coordinate  is redundant.
We can now label our basis states as j; ; i = ju(; ; )i. The periodicity of the coordinates
can then be expressed in the relations
j; ; i = j + 2; ; i = j;  + 2; i: (6.15)
To write down the scalar product and the wave function expansion in terms of these states, we
















d d sinh  d	(; ; ) j; ; i; (6.17)






d d sinh  d

(; ; )	(; ; ): (6.18)
Of course, these basis states are still eigenstates of the matrix elements of
b
u, and therefore








, which are simple functions thereof. Here we have to insert the
spin degree of freedom for a moment, because the q's depend on this. We then nd that the




























) sin(   ): (6.19)
Next, let us consider the 0-components of the position and the angular momentum operator. Note
that physically, these correspond to the \time" T = x
0
and the \spatial angular momentum"
M = J
0
, which is the momentum that is associated with rotations in the spatial plane.
To nd their action on the basis states, note that
@
@

















)u(; ; ): (6.21)
From this we infer that
b





M j; ; i = ih
@
@
j; ; i: (6.22)
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 () j; ; i; (6.23)
and obey
b
T jt;m; i = th jt;m; i;
c
M jt;m; i = mh jt;m; i: (6.24)
Now observe that both eigenvalues t and m have to be integers, because , as well as , has a
period of 2. For the spatial angular momentum M , this is of course what we should expect.
It is quantized in units of h. The quantization of the eigenvalues of
b
T is however much more
interesting. It implies that \time" is quantized. This reproduces the observation of 't Hooft in
[5]. The physical time only takes values which are integer multiples of h. Note that in our units
with G = 1=4, h has the dimension of a length (or time). We dene this to be the Planck length
(or time) `
P
= 4Gh. So the spectrum of
b
T is quantized in steps of the Planck time.
Besides the discreteness, there is however still another remarkable feature of the spectrum
of
b
T . That is that it \starts" at t = 0, and not, say, at t =
1
2
or t = 0:62. What is so special
about the integer values of t? The answer is that there is actually nothing special. The special
spectrum is due to an ambiguity in the denition of the Hilbert space, or rather the operator
representation introduced above, which we ignored so far. The classical phase space, or the
momentum space, is not simply connected. In such a case, there is an ambiguity in the denition
of wave functions. We won't go into details concerning the origin of this ambiguity here, but
we can most simply demonstrate this with the basis states j; ; i. Remember that we required
them to be periodic in , because that was a periodic coordinate. However, instead of (6.15), it
is sucient ro require
j + 2; ; i = e
2i
j; ; i;  2 R: (6.25)
Doing so, it is not dicult to see that the spectrum of
b





. So we can shift it wherever we like by choosing a suitable \quantization parameter"  ,
but the time steps will always have the same size `
P
. For simplicity, we shall however restrict to
 = 0 in the following.






, we should try to diagonalize as many x-variables as possible. We cannot diagonalize all
three components, because they do not commute. But we can at least achieve to nd eigenstates









obey an algebra that is similar to the


















, and we can stick to



















where 4 denotes the Laplace Beltrami operator, which is equal to the square of the left (or right)
invariant vector elds. Hence, this leads us to the harmonic analysis on SL(2). Without going
too deep into the mathematical details, we give a brief derivation of the results of that analysis
in the appendix.
They are summarized as follows. The eigenstates can be split into two classes, the \contin-
uous" and the \discrete" series. For the continuous series, we have states labelled by a positive













jt;m; li =  l(l   2)h
2
jt;m; li: (6.28)
In the discrete series, the range of the quantum numbers is restricted as follows. For a xed t,
the positive integer l only takes nitely many values, namely
2  l  jtj; l  t (mod2): (6.29)
Hence, for even t we have l = 2; 4; 6; : : : ; jtj, and l = 3; 5; 7; : : : ; jtj for odd t. There are no discrete




(t  l) for t  2; m 
1
2
(t  l) for t   2: (6.30)
There is no restriction on the quantum numbers , t and m in the continuous series.












in our units). This corresponds to spacelike vectors x
a
. On the other hand, the
discrete series has zero (for l = 2) and negative eigenvalues and corresponds to lightlike or timelike
vectors x
a
. We can illustrate the situation as follows. In a \commutative" spacetime, we can set
up a \position representation" of the Hilbert space, in which each point in spacetime corresponds
to one basis state. This is actually how we dened H using the states jui in momentum space.
Here, the situation is dierent. We can no longer assign a basis state to every point in spacetime.






and T = x
0































jt;m; li = (t
2
  l(l   2))h
2
jt;m; li: (6.31)
It is positive, as expected, and a xed value of R
2
denes a circle in space. Hence, we cannot
associate states with points in spacetime, but at least with circles, labelled by the time coordinate
T and the spatial radius squared R
2
. This reects the fact that a state cannot be \localized"
in spacetime, due to the commutator relation and thus the uncertainty relation between the
coordinates.
A picture of this \quantum spacetime" is shown in gure 2. There we drew a circle for each
allowed value of R
2
and T for 0  T  16`
P
. We see that we get discrete \layers" of states,




Figure 2: The spectrum of quantum spacetime. Each circle in this diagram corresponds to a
tower of states labelled by the spatial angular momentum quantum number m. The position of













, i.e. a little bit o the light cone, and nally for
jT j  2`
P
we get the discrete lightlike and for jT j  3`
P
also the timelike states.
On each ring in this picture, we still have an innite number of states, labelled by the angular
momentum quantum number m. In the spacelike region, where the rings actually form a plane,
any value of m is allowed. However, on the rings on the light cone and in the timelike region,
m has a lower limit. On the innermost rings, where we have l = t, m must be positive or zero.
The further we go away from the time axis towards the light cone, the more negative values
are allowed for m. Note also that the larger the value of t becomes, the further the lightcone
is located from the time axis and consequently the more negative m states are mixed in near
the lightcone. In the \past" lightcone, the situation is just the reverse. There, only negative m
values are allowed on the innermost rings, and more and more positive ones are mixed in if we
move towards the lightcone.
This semi discrete structure of spacetime is thus a consequence of the fact that that the
coordinates x
a
no longer commute. This introduces a new kind of uncertainty in the theory which
manifests itself through this semi discrete structure. In dierent words, it becomes impossible
to measure even two of the three x
a
simultaneously with innite precision. The x
a
behave very
much like the angular momenta L
a
in ordinary quantum mechanics. We can actually derive an


























This tells us that it is not possible to nd a state that is localized inside a spacelike circle with




T . Note that this exactly describes the behaviour of the innermost
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rings in the timelike region of gure 2. The radius of the ring that is closest to the time axis, and
therefore represents the \most localized" state at some time T , grows with the square root of T .
Note, however, that the only completely localized state that would be allowed by the uncertainty
relation above, namely at the \origin" of spacetime, does not exist, so for low values of T the
uncertainty is even stronger.







. At the quantum level, this can be seen even more drastically in the \spectrum
of spacetime" shown in the gure, which is far from being invariant under translations. The \ori-
gin" seems to play a special role, in the sense that it is the light cone emerging from this point
that splits the spectrum into the discrete and the continuous series. Note however, that the
broken Lorentz symmetry of the picture is only due to our choice of a special time axis and not
of a physical nature. We have the same situation for the angular momentum eigenstates in three
dimensional Euclidean space. There one also has to pick out a special \z-axis" to introduce the
l and m quantum numbers, which brakes the rotational invariance. But there the \origin" of
angular momentum space is a well dened physical concept. It corresponds to a system that
\does not rotate". But what is the physical meaning of the special point in spacetime here?
First of all, we should note that this special point is a parameter that enters the action. In
fact, we know where it precisely entered our model. It happened when we \regularized" the
Lagrangian, which nally led us to the reduced Lagrangian considered in the previous section.
There is an ambiguity in the denition of the term to be subtracted at innity. The eect of this








where n 2 sl(2) is some arbitrary parameter. Notice that this does not change the classical
equations of motion. It does however change the Poisson structure on the phase space and thus
the algebra of the quantum operators. The consequence is, as one can easily check, that the
\origin" of the spectrum shown in the gure is shifted to the point n. So we should view upon
n as a parameter of the theory, to be determined by \experiments".
Of course these statements are very counterintuitive. It seems that it cannot be avoided that
there is a special point in spacetime. But on the other hand we saw that there is a perfectly
well dened action of the Poincare group on P, the classical phase space given by the Lorentz
rotations and the \deformed" translations. Of course, these symmetries are also realized as








. However, the deformed
translations mix the position and momentum variables in a strange way, so that the result is not a
simple shift of the \spectrum of spacetime". Maybe one has to introduce a \deformed" principle
of relativity here as well, stating that dierent observers located at dierent points in spacetime
see things dierently, with the transformation not given by an ordinary Poincare transformation,
but by a deformed one. This will then of course restore the translation invariance again, and the
\special point" in spacetime appearing here, would become the \location of the observer".
A dierent way out of this dilemma might be that we have to consider multi-particle systems.
In fact, it turns out that for a system of nitely many particles, the Poisson algebra of the position
and momentum coordinates becomes even more strange [19]. It is not simply a direct product
of nitely many copies of the algebra of a single particle system. Instead, the position variables
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of dierent particles start to have non-vanishing brackets with each other. As a result, one nds
that the relative coordinates of the particles behave like the x
a
here. But for such coordinates,
there is a well dened origin. Moreover, the absence of states near the point x
a
= 0 implies that
there is a shortest distance between the particle, instead of a shortest distance to some special
point in spacetime. Nevertheless some of the problems concerning the translational invariance
are still present in the multi-particle models.
Another issue concerns the inherent orientation of spacetime. At the classical level, this is
already apparent from the basic brackets between the x
a
. The appearence of the Levi Civita
symbol indicates that the theory is not \PT" invariant. The Lagrangian is not invariant with










. Again, this broken symmetry
can be seen quite nicely in the quantum spacetime picture. On the discrete rings in the future
light cone, which are near the time axis, only positive values of the spatial angular momentum
occur. The further we go away from the time axis, the more negative angular momenta mix
in. In the past lightcone, the situation is reversed. Slightly sloppy speaking, we can localize a
particle on such a ring only if its angular momentum has a specic orientation.
This orientation is again a result of an ambiguity in the regularization of the Lagrangian.
There is another freedom in choosing the term to be subtracted at innity, which can be

















Replacing  with 1   exactly corresponds to a \PT" transformation x 7!  x, u 7! u
 1
. Like
the parameter n above, we should add this as another parameter to the theory. Unfortunately,
the value  =
1
2
, that would remove the \handedness" of spacetime, is the only value for  for
which the classical equations of motion are no longer reproduced fully. So we should again take
the point of view that the handedness of spacetime is an unknown parameter that has to be
measured.
7 The Klein Gordon Equation
In this section we shall impose the mass shell condition as a constraint on the Hilbert space H.
The result will be a \deformed" Klein Gordon equation. We shall see that we can write it as a
kind of Schrodinger equation, if we decompose the solutions into particle and antiparticle states.
We start with the mass shell constraint, which was given by
C = q
3
  cosm  0: (7.1)
Let us see how the corresponding operator acts in the \Euler angle representation" introduced
in the last section. We nd that
b




  cosm) j; ; ; i
= ( cos  cosh(
1
2
)  cosm) j; ; ; i: (7.2)








d d sinh  d	

(; ; ) j; ; ; i; (7.3)
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then the wave function has to obey





(; ; ) = 0: (7.4)
This is the \Klein Gordon" equation in the momentum representation. It states that 	 has
support only on the mass shells, and denes the physical state space H
phys
as a subset of H. We




(; ; ) =
X

( cos  cosh(
1
2





(; ), with ;  = 1, is a set of four arbitrary functions. We have  = 1 for particles
and  =  1 for antiparticles, and  clearly labels the spin state. The theta function, which is 0
for negative arguments and 1 for positive, ensures that we have q
0




As for the relativistic point particle, we are faced with the problem that the physical state
space H
phys
dened in that way is actually not a subspace of the Hilbert space H, because the
wave functions (7.5) are not normalizable. The problem can be solved in the standard way, by
introducing a new scalar product, which is, up to a constant, uniquely determined if we require









Hermitian under the new product.
To nd the physical scalar product explicitly, note that the wave function 	
;
(; ) in (7.5)
transforms as a scalar under Lorentz transformations. The left hand side is a scalar function of
u = u(; ; ), and the term under the delta function is also a scalar, namely q
3
  cosm. Hence,
to dene an invariant scalar product, we need an invariant measure on the mass shell in terms


























This becomes a more familiar expression, if we replace the polar coordinates (; ) on the mass















) sin(   ); (7.7)
which implies that


























Note that, on the mass shell, !(~q ) is equal to jq
0
j, so that the expression for the scalar product





















It is important to notice that our model still contains one gauge degree of freedom connected with
the reparametrization of the evolution parameter. To extract physical information from the wave
function one should consider observables. They are dened by the fact that they commute with








commute with the constraint
and are therefore observables. Moreover, as stated above, the inner product on the mass shell

































= 0, independent of the

















. Analogous to the
relativistic particle, we can however construct an observable that \measures" the spatial position











easily found to have a vanishing bracket with the constraint. To make it a Hermitian operator,



























































































which becomes 1 in
the low momentum limit, the same form as the usual Newton-Wigner term for the relativistic












, can be interpreted as a gravitational correction.
We can now set up various representations of the physical Hilbert space, very similar to those





(), for some xed  , representing momentum and position of the particle









also do not commute, and thus there is again no \position"
representation. But we can nd a representation that is very close to this by chosing a set of
commuting observables similar to the one used in the previous section. Again, we take the spatial
angular momentum M = J
0


















(as given in (6.31)), with the value of  xed such that ht =  .
Hence, we can really think of the quantized particle as living on the quantum spacetime shown





a state on this ring represents a particle that is localized on the ring at time  . Again, it is not
possible to localize the particle completely, due to the uncertainty relations, which also hold for
the components of d
i
().
As a next step, we would like to see what happens if we go from one time layer to the next.
In particular, we want to nd out in which sense we can interpret the Klein Gordon equation
as a time evolution equation. To explain what we are interested in, let us come back to the
momentum representation and consider a point particle in at spacetime for a moment. There







)	(p) = 0: (7.11)
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Clearly, to see that this is actually a time evolution equation, we only need to Fourier transform
to the x-representation. But what if there was no such representation, as in our model? Well, we








	(t; ~p ): (7.12)
This is always possible, because it only involves an expansion of the state in terms of the eigen-






. The Klein Gordon equation now becomes a













)	(t; ~p ): (7.13)
We can convert this into a Schrodinger equation, if we decompose the solutions into particle and
antiparticle states. The general solution can then be written as





(t; ~p ); (7.14)
where the two wave functions 	















(t; ~p ) (7.15)
We shall now make the same construction for our \deformed" Klein Gordon equation. We rst













j; ; ; i: (7.16)






















jt + 1; ; ; i+ jt  1; ; ; i

(7.17)









sinh  d d 	

(t; ; ) jt; ; ; i; (7.18)
then we nd the following equation to be satised by physical states,
	

(t+ 1; ; ) + 	









(t; ; ): (7.19)
Obviously, this is not a second order dierential equation, but a second order dierence equation.
Clearly, we should have expected something like this, as the eigenvalues of
b
T are discrete. The
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fact that it is such a nice \nearest neighbour" equation is however a result of the appearence of
cos  in the constraint.
Finally, we can also turn the Klein Gordon equation into a rst order \Schrodinger" equation,
if de decompose the solutions into particle and antiparticle states, in the same way as we did it
for the relativistic point particle. Therefore, we rst we write the step equation above as
	

(t+ 1; ; ) + 	





(t; ; ); (7.20)

















It is then easy to see that the general solution to the second order dierence equation can be
written as a sum of solutions to the following rst order dierence equations,
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; ); with 	
;




(t; ; ): (7.22)










The only dierence between our time evolution equation and the ordinary Schrodinger equation
is that we cannot write it as a dierential equation, because we do not have a continuous time
parameter. We can however use it to read o what the \energy" of our particle is. For this


















=  arg( cosm+ i!()); (7.24)
where arg is the argument of a complex number, arg(re
i
) = , and !() is again the value of jq
0
j
on the mass shell. Hence, we nd that the \energy", dened as the \frequency" of the particle,
is not identical with the zero component of the momentum. But this is something we should not
expect anyway, because q
0
is not the \canonically conjugate" quantity of the time x
0
.
The more interesting observation is the following. The energy is determined only up to a
multiple of 2. It is actually an angle. This is of course a result of the discreteness of time, which
allows the denition of a frequency only up to multiples of 2 times the \Planck frequency". But
can we actually \increase" the energy of the particle more and more, such that we nally end
up with the same amount of energy again? It turns out that this is not possible, because the
particle has a quite unusual \dispersion" relation. If we consider E as a function of the spatial
momentum ~q , then we nd that for ~q !1, the energy \saturates". For example, if we take a
particle in the spin state  = 1, then its energy at rest is m. For small momenta, it grows as
a quadratic function of the momentum, as we would expect. But for high momenta, the energy
saturates at E ! =2. It can not become bigger than =2 times the Planck energy. In particular,
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it is not possible to \move around" the circle on which the energy lives, so it is eectively not
possible to \see" that the energy is actually an angle.
The situation is similar for an antiparticle, whose energy always stays in the region between
 m and  =2. The \exited" spin states  =  1 have higher (or lower?) energy, which always
diers from the  = 1 states by an amount of . In the context of the eld theoretic description,
the spin degree of freedom can be understood as a \topological" exitation of the gravitational
eld, so we may say that associted with such an exitation, there is an energy gap of  Planck
energies. Even more peculiar is the fact that for a particle with m = =2, which has a decit
angle of 180

, the energy does not depend on the momentum and is always equal to the rest
energy E = =2.
In fact, all these observations can also be understood in geometrical terms. The total energy
of a two dimensional universe in Einstein gravity is actually the \total decit angle" of the ADM
surface. In our case, where we have a single particle, it coincides with the mass of the particle, if
the particle is at rest. If the particle is moving, then the \wedge" that the particle cuts out from
spacetime is boosted, and therefore the total decit angle changes. A straightforward geometrical
consideration easily shows that in the limit where the particle reaches the speed of light, this total
angle always approaches . The fact that it cannot grow larger explains the \saturation" of the
energy. Finally, the fact that the spin states have dierent energy can be interpreted such that
the topological exitation of the gravitational eld can of course also be seen at spatial innity,
so that, beside the total decit angle, there is also a topological contribution to the energy. Note
however, that the amount of this energy is such large that the energy \bands" for dierent states
of the particles and antparticles never overlap.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we reconsider carefully the inclusion of point particles in the theory of 2+1 dimen-
sional gravity.
Because the gravitational eld does not carry any degrees of freedom, we are able to nd a
reduced action for a particle in 2+1 dimensions, coupled to gravity. By reduced we mean that
the gravitational elds have been integrated out completely. The fact that a gravitating particle
disturbes spacetime was taken into account. We nd that its eect is that the momentum space
of the particle becomes the group manifold SL(2). Conguration space is its tangent space (so
they form a tangent bundle) resulting in a set of non commuting coordinates. This fact has
important consequences for the quantum theory. At rst, we do not consider the mass shell
constraint and quantize on the extended phase space. Because translational symmetry is broken
in the high momentum limit, there is a preferred point in our model. There also turns out to be
a preferred orientation, only noticable at high momenta. At this point we do not have a proper
interpretation for this special origin. Probably we need to add particles to the model to fully
understand this. For instance, distances can be turned into relative distances. In our model
we nd a shortest distance from the origin of one Planck length. In a multi particle model this
would imply that two particles cannot approach one another closer than one Planck length. This
could serve as a natural cuto in the model.
The extra uncertainty relation, coming from the non commutativity of the coordinates, causes
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spacetime to have some semi discrete structure. Surprisingly, the model is covariant with respect
to the full group of Lorentz transformations, and not just a discrete subset. The semi discrete
structure of spacetime looks as follows. Firstly, time is quantized always and everywhere. The
spectrum of the radial distance operator r
2
is discrete at timelike distances from the origin. At
spacelike distances it has a continuous spectrum. Because the coordinates x
a
do not commute,
we cannot diagonalize them simultaneously. As a third commuting operator we choose the
angular momentum. Inside the lightcone, in the timelike future, we can have all positive angular
momentum eigenvalues. For large times, more and more negative modes are included. However,
close to the origin, only positive modes are available. This is a manifestation of the inherent
orientation of spacetime, only noticable at ultra short distance scales. We already mentioned
that in the future and past lightcone, the states only have support on a discrete set of circles.
The limited availability of angular momentum modes implies that we cannot localize the particle
with arbitrary precision on these circles. The same eect (only inverted) takes place inside the
past lightcone. Outside the lightcone all angular momentum modes are present.
If we turn on the mass shell condition, we can derive an evolution equation for the particle
in this quantum spacetime. Because time is quantized this turns out to be a dierence equation.
We also construct a set of observables to extract physical information from the wave function.
These observables have the same spectrum as the ones on the extended space.
Finally we would like to stress that this is just the starting point for a quantization program
for particles in 2+1 dimensional gravity. It is nice, and perhaps surprising, that we can derive
the quantum structure of spacetime without too many assumptions. In a multi particle model
we can probably improve on some of the interpretations that we oered. We are also aware that
the invariance of states with respect to the action of the braid group will complicate things a lot
in this case. But clearly, these are interesting issues and worth while investigating.
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A Harmonic analysis on SL(2)
Here we shall briey derive the basic results of the harmonic analysis on the group manifold SL(2).
For a detailed treatment of the subject we refer to [13, 14, 20, 21]. We start with the general
T = x
0
and M = J
0
eigenstates jt;m; i, which were introduced in (6.23). The problem is to






on these states. Explictly, we have the following expression
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Let us introduce the following \raising" and \lowering" operators, which change the quantum



























































































T + 2h): (A.6)
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Now, let jt;m; s
2













, respectively. Acting on this with the raising and lowering operators above, we can increase














i / jt;m 1; s
2
i: (A.9)





















































































+ (2m+ t)(2m+ t 2)): (A.10)
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Moreover, we infer that starting from any state jt;m; s
2
i, we can build up a two dimensional
\tower" of states by acting with the raising and lowering operators onto them. We can \reach"
any value for m and t, except that we cannot change the parity of t, and provided that the
series does not terminate. It will only terminate if one of these inequalities is \saturated". The
operators which annihilate these states then are given in parenthesis behind the inequalities.
Whether these numbers are positive or negative crucially depends on the range in which s
2
lies. Let us therefore distingiush the following cases,
- s
2
 1: in this case there is no restriction on t and m.
- 0 < s
2
< 1: here we shall nd that there exist no states at all.
- s
2
 0: in this region there will be some algebraic restrictions t and m.
Let us start with the case s
2







+ 1. The left hand sides of (A.11) are now always positive. Hence, we do not get
any algebraic restrictions on the quantum numbers. But can we realize these states as square
integrable functions on SL(2)? If we write the eigenstate in the form jt;m; s
2
i = jt;m; i, as





on these states, which is given above, we nd that for large  the wave

























Hence, we get a superposition of an ingoing and outgoing wave with wavelength 1=. They
fall o with e
 =2
. Note that this is exactly the right behaviour for these functions to become
normalizable under the scalar product (A.3), like usual plane waves in L
2
(R). As  is a radial
coordinate, there must be a balance between ingoing and outgoing waves, and instead of two we
only get one solution for  for any xed set of quantum numbers t, m and s
2
. So we have the








+ 1) jt;m; i;  2 R
+
: (A.13)
Next we consider the case 0 < s
2
< 1. This time we repace s
2
by a real number l, such that
s
2
= l(2  l), and for the moment we take 1 < l < 2. We then get some algebraic restrictions on
the quantum numbers from (A.11). They are violated if t = 1 or t + 2m = 1. So we cannot
have any states with t = 1. But the inequalities are never saturated, and so we can change t




operators. This excludes all odd values for t.
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Now assume that there is an eigenstate jt;m; s
2
i for some even t. Then we can use the raising
and lowering operations to arrive at a state j0; 0; s
2
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00





l(2  l) (): (A.14)
It is then not dicult to show that a solution to this dierential equation can never by square
integrable and smooth at the origin  = 0. So there are no states with eigenvalues 0 < s
2
< 1.
Finally, let us study the case s
2
 0. Here we also use the parameter l such that s
2
= l(2  l),
but now we take l  2. Then we nd the following condition on the quantum numbers,
t(t + 2)  l(l   2) and t(t  2)  l(l   2): (A.15)
As l  2, they are equivalent to the simple conditions
t  l or t   l; (A.16)
Now assume that l is not an integer. Then these inequalities will never be saturated, which
in turn means that starting from any state we can build up an innite tower of states in both




operators. Thereby, we can increase or decrease t by
any multiple of 2. However, at least one of these values will lie in the region between l and  l,
which is forbidden. So l has to be an integer. But even then we can create towers of states with
elements falling into the forbidden region, unless the series terminates.
The only way to build up such a terminating tower is to start on the \boundary", with





that it is T
 
that annihilates the state at t = l and vice verse, so what we get are two innite
towers, one with t = l; l + 2; l + 4; : : : and the other one with t =  l; l   2; l   4; : : :. For a
xed t, we therefore get the restriction that
2  l  jtj and t  l (mod 2): (A.17)
There are no states for t = 0 and t = 1. With a similar argument, we can determine the range
of m for xed l and t. Form (A.11), we have the condition
(2m+ t)(2m+ t + 1)  l(l   2) and (2m+ t)(2m+ t  1)  l(l   2); (A.18)




(l   t) for t  2; m   
1
2
(l   t) for t   2: (A.19)
Hence, for each value of l = 2; 3; 4; : : :, we have two \ground states" jl; 0; li and j l; 0; li, and all
















onto j l; 0; li. Note that thereby also negative values for m occur in the \positive" series




decreases m and T
 
increases it. Studying the asymptotic behaviour
and demanding square integrability we nd:







So we see again that there is only one state for each set of quantum numbers.




jt;m; li = h
2
l(2  l) jt;m; li; l = 2; 3; 4; : : : (A.21)
which splits into a positive and a negative series with




t =  l; l   2; l   4; : : : ; m   
1
2
(l   t): (A.22)
respectively.
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